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Abstract
The water resources pollution is a worldwide problem. In this manuscript, sediment elutriate (SE) from Tambis
River, Barobo, Surigao Del Sur was evaluated for possible cytotoxic effect in actively dividing cells of Allium cepa
root meristems. Result shows that at higher concentrations (1000 g/L and500 g/L) can exert mitodepressive effect,
Cmitoses as a result of spindle damage, and chromosomal anomalies in actively dividing A. cepa root meristems
with P<0.05. This effect was dose dependent and irreversible. Exposure of Allium cepa root to sediment elutriate for
72 hr produced significant atypical changes of chromosomes, sticky metaphases and anaphase bridges. The study
suggests that cytotoxic and mutagenic effects of sediment elutriate from Tambis River was significantly higher from
negative control (P<0.05).
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Introduction
Various studies about mutagenic chemicals have been conducted
because of their effect on genes that could be passed through
generations [1]. Increasing use of hazardous chemicals in small scale
mining may enhance its release and exposure to environment
especially in freshwater habitats. Phytotoxicity study is necessary to
understand its possible effect to environment. Higher forms of plants
are known as excellent genetic models to detect environmental
mutagens and are frequent in monitoring studies [2]. It is well
documented that among the plant species, Allium cepa has been used
to evaluate DNA damages, such as chromosomal aberration and
disturbances in mitotic cycle. The Allium cepa is characterized as a low
cost test. It is suitable in detecting mutagens, short-term determination
of water pollution level [3] and said to be an important tool for
environmental monitoring studies [2]. Aside from the fact that Allium
cepa test is easy to handle it is also an efficient test for chemical
screening and in situ monitoring for genotoxicity of environmental
contaminants [4].
Barobo is a third class municipality in the province of Surigao del
Sur, Philippines and according to 2010 survey it had a population of
43, 663 people. Tambis River in Barangay Tambis, Barobo, Surigao Del
Sur is a catchment basin that receives all the terrestrial runoff from the
rush of small-scale gold mining. In fact, Sorex River or Tamis River
System in Barobo is an area with numerous small scale mining
activities for gold. In addition to that, Tambis river system is the main
river system in the municipality of Barobo, running through Barangay
Tambis, Bahi, Mamis, Javier, and San Jose. It passes the municipality
of Tagbina and to Municipality of Hinatuan from where it flows into
the Philippines Sea [5]. Along the river side, artisanal mining is very
prevalent. It visually affects the river’s ecosystem because of siltation
and poisonous chemical like mercury that was deposited along the
water system. Study of mercury analysis of fish muscles and sediments
in Tambis River was conducted and concluded that there is significant
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difference during dry season (Unpublished thesis of Julius Anthony
Leones). Although, it was also stated that the data collected in the
previous study was below the standard limits of tHg according to
USEPA and FAO. Anthropogenic activities and other human
consequences might increase the rate of tHg concentration like the
rampant artisanal small scale mining activities as been perceived in the
study site. A. marmorata which is considered to be a bioindicator fish
was also found along Tambis River which means that the river is
already polluted.
Mercury (Hg) is known for its use in small-scale gold miners [6,7].
Gold is extracted by adding mercury to make gold-amalgam [8].
Small-scale mining help rural inhabitant and government throughout
the developing countries, if not properly monitored it can cause
environmental and socioeconomic complications [9]. Various studies
have proved that small-scale mining increase environmental
complications such as mercury pollution and land degradation [10].
Aside from mercury, cyanide also is used in small-scale mining that is
said to have a contamination impact in biodiversity, direct devastating
effect on ecosystem [11]. In addition, small-scale mining can cause
siltation [12] and could affect freshwater ecosystem [13]. Knowing the
danger that was caused by chemical involved in small-scale mining,
what would be the possible reasons for people to dwell with this kind
of activity? Reasons may vary but according Aryee et. al. that was
published in year 2002, small-scale miners are poor people who is
dependent in mining to live. Small-scale mining or artisanal mining is
a poverty driven activity that is found mainly in remote areas of
developing nations [14]. They are individuals who are trapped in a
vicious cycle of poverty, lacking the necessary financial and
technological means to improve their standards of living [15].
This study aims to determine whether sediment elutriate from
Tambis River can decrease or increase mitosis in actively dividing cells
of Allium cepa root meristem. Second, to determine whether sediment
elutriate from Tambis River cause C-mitosis in Allium cepa root
meristem. Third, to know if sediment elutriate from Tambis River
cause other chromosomal anomalies like vagrant chromosomes,
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laggard chromosomes, chromatids and chromosomes breaks,
chromosome stickiness in actively dividing Allium cepa root
meristem. Last, is to determine whether the cytotoxic effects of
sediment elutriate from Tambis River in actively dividing cells of
Allium cepa root meristem (if there is any) dose-dependent. The
macroscopic effect of sediment elutriate after the treatment on the
experimental onion bulb were excluded. Further, only microscopic
effects of the sediment elutriate from the samples were observe.
Isolation and identification of the toxicants from the sediment
elutriate responsible for cytotoxic effects were not covered.

Methodology
Allium cepa (common onion) root meristems were used as an
experimental system in assessing the possible cytotoxic effects of
elutriates from sediments of Tambis River, Barobo, Surigao Del Sur. In
search for test systems which can be combined with chemical analysis
to provide data as a scientific basis for regulating the discharge of
potentially hazardous substances into the environment and suitable
for performance of toxicity evaluation, the Allium test [16] was
proposed. This was proposed as a standard method in environmental
monitoring and toxicity screening of wastewater and river water.
Because of its excellent chromosome conditions, the Allium cepa
chromosomes have been widely exploited for testing harmful effects of
chemicals and biological materials [17]. Fiskesjo and Levan [18] and
Levan [19] reported that Allium cepa test has been found to have high
correlation with other test systems such as cell tests in mice, rats or
humans in vivo. It could be used as an alternative to laboratory animal
in toxicological research.

Collection and storing of sediment samples
Sediment samples were collected from three zones of Tambis River,
Surigao Del Sur. Two days before the start of A. cepa assay. Samples
were randomly collected from the surface sediment layer of each zone
using a plastic shovel. About one kilogram of sediment samples from
each zone was collected from the topmost (5 cm in depth) surface
sediment layer. Immediately after collection, stream debris such as
rock, stick, and leaves were removed. Then, the collected sediment
samples were homogenized by combining them in a plastic bucket and
by mixing them thoroughly using a plastic shovel to obtain a
representative composite sample [20,21].
The homogenized sediment samples were placed in polyethylene
plastic bags to prevent contamination of the samples during transport
from the river. The homogenized sediment samples were placed in an
iced bucket during the transport. At the research room, the sediment
samples were stored in a refrigerator at 4°C to limit biological and
chemical activity until the start of the elutriation [20]. The sediment
samples were kept inside a refrigerator not more than two weeks to
make it still viable in the study [22].

Collection of onion bulbs and root initiation
Twenty five onion bulbs of the same variety and of the same size,
weight, and quality were procured from Langihan wet market, Butuan
City. The loose and the dried outer scales and old roots of the onion
bulbs were removed. The brown bottom plate of the onion bulbs were
cleaned by scraping the remaining soil and dirt. Extra care was
observed not to remove or damage the root primordia during
cleaning. While cleaning the bottom plate of the onion bulb, the root
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primordia was protected from drying and was kept plunge in clean tap
water during the whole cleansing procedure.
Root initiation of cleaned onion bulbs were done by suspending the
lower part of the bulb in 30 ml test tubes filled with clean tap water for
2-3 days until growing roots reach the length of 1-2 cm. During root
initiation, the water level in each test tube was monitored to make sure
that the root primordia is completely immersed in the water to ensure
the continued growth of the roots. The water that was consumed and
evaporated was replaced everyday using a sterilized syringe. To replace
the water, the syringe was injected into the mouth of the test tubes
without removing the onion bulbs.

Elutriate preparation from sediment samples
bioassays were conducted using sediment elutriates rather than
whole sediments because the primary route of exposure for most
aquatic organisms to contaminated sediment is through contact with
sediment interstitial (pore) water and not the solid sediment phase
directly [23,24]. The procedure in elutriate preparation from sediment
samples was based on the methodology described by Harmon and
Olive [25] with some modifications. The diluent used in the study was
modified by using distilled water instead of a combination of distilled
water and well water as suggested by Harmon and Olive [25]. The
frozen homogenized sediments were pounded and weighed (wet
weight) using an electronic weighing scale and combined with distilled
water to make a 1000 g/l sediment: water ratio.
To prepare the pure elutriate concentration, 1000 grams of the
homogenized sediments was ground using the mortar and pestle. The
pounded sediments were then placed in a volumetric flask and were
added with distilled water up to the 1 liter mark to make 1000 g/l
solution. Then the 1000 g/l solution was stirred manually for 5
minutes and was centrifuged for 5 minutes at 1500 rpm. The
supernatant or the pure elutriate was decanted from the centrifuge
tubes and transferred into an Erlenmeyer flask and covered tightly
with aluminum foil. The collected elutriate was then stored in a
refrigerator at 4°C [25] and was used within 72 hours for toxicity test
[26].

Preparation of test treatments
Pure elutriate or 1000 g/l (T1) was used as the highest test
concentration. This was diluted with distilled water to make
intermediate concentrations or elutriate dilutions. The tested
intermediate concentrations of the elutriate were diluted properly to
obtain the correct concentrations. About 500 ml of T1 was placed in a
volumetric flask and then added with distilled water until the solution
reaches the 1 liter mark. The solution was then shaken to make 500 g/l
(T2) of the elutriate. Then, about 200 ml of T2 was placed in a
volumetric flask and again added with distilled water until it reaches
the 1 liter mark of the volumetric flask. The solution was again shaken
to make 100 g/l (T3) of the elutriate. A total of three different
concentrations of the sediment elutriate were prepared and used as test
treatments.

Treatment of experimental onion bulbs
The experiment was performed in a 20°C-laboratory and onion
bulbs were protected from direct sunlight. According to Kellicot as
cited by Rigos [27] and Cañete [28], the cell division of the onion roots
has a certain periodicity which has its maximum frequency at 12:00
noon. That is why at 12:00 noon, 30 from 50 onion bulbs with good
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root growth were selected, transferred and were allowed to continue
growing for 48 hours in 30 ml test tubes containing each of the
treatment. Treatment of experimental onion bulbs was done for 48
hours.
Treatments used in the study included 1000 g/l (T1), 500 g/l (T2)
and 100 g/l (T3) sediment elutriate as test concentrations, 300 nM
laboratory-prepared hydrogen peroxide as positive control (T4) and
distilled water (T5) as negative control. Each treatment used in the
study was replicated five times with one onion bulb serving as one
replicate of each treatment. A total of 30 onion bulbs were treated in
the experiment. During treatment of the experimental onion bulbs,
used and evaporated elutriates from the test tubes were replaced using
a sterilized syringe.

Fixation of onion root tip cells
In order to preserve the chromosomes of the treated onion root tip
cells, the treated root tips were fixed. A fixative solution was prepared
by mixing 3 parts of absolute ethanol to 1 part glacial acetic acid in a
500 ml Erlenmeyer flask. After 48 hours of treatment, six onion root
tips of about 0.05 cm long from the tip portion of the root was cut
from each replicate bulb per treatment group at exactly 12:00 noon
and was transferred immediately into small sterilized sputum
containers containing the freshly prepared fixative solution. The
containers were tightly covered with the containers’ lid to prevent the
evaporation of the fixative solution. Root tips were fixed for at least 24
hours in the refrigerator before the start of slide preparation.

Chromosomal analysis
Prepared slides were analyzed using a compound light microscope
with a mechanical stage clip. In counting the cells, the slide was moved
slowly from left to right and from top to bottom by the aid of the
mechanical stage clip to avoid counting the same cell twice. To avoid
bias during cell analysis, another person did the coding of the different
slides and re-labeled the slides before microscopic analysis and data
gathering.
A total of 1000 cells per replicate of each treatment were examined
using a compound microscope at 1000X (10X ocular eyepiece and
100X objective) and 400X (10X ocular eyepiece and 40X objective)
magnification for scoring the cytotoxic effects of sediment elutriate
from the sediment samples. The total number of dividing cells, the
cells with C-metaphases and C-anaphases per replicate of each
treatment was determined. The number of cells with other
chromosomal anomalies like vagrant and laggard chromosomes,
chromosome and chromatid breaks, and chromosome stickiness was
also noted. Further, to obtain a more reliable result in the study, cells
with broken or ruptured cytoplasm were not counted and scored for
C-mitoses and chromosomal anomalies since scattering and breakings
of the chromosomes in these cells might be due to too much squashing
during slide preparation. The collected data was used to calculate the
mitotic index, percentages of cells at metaphase, percentages of cells
with C-mitoses, and percentages of cells with other chromosomal
anomalies.
•

(Number of mitotic cells/Total number of analyzed cells) × 100

Slide preparation of fixed root tips
Preparation of slides of the treated onion root tips was done using
the squash technique based on the procedure described by de la Seña
[29]. First, the fixed onion root tips were immersed in 1N HCl for 15
minutes to soften the cells and then returned to the fixative solution.
Two root tips from the replicates of each treatment were randomly
selected and placed separately on a clean glass slide. The root caps
were cut off and discarded for no dividing cells are found in this
portion of the root tip. Then, the root tips were sliced lengthwise and
crosswise with a razor blade. A drop of 1% filtered acetocarmine was
added to stain the root tip cells for 10-20 minutes. The slides were
passed quickly over a flame for 3-5 times without boiling the stain to
hasten staining. Then, each of the sliced root tips was covered with a
cover slip and pressed gently but firmly with the blunt end of a ball
pen against the slide and the excess stain was blotted off with a piece of
tissue paper. There were two separate cover slips per slide to cover
separately the two sliced root tips. To squash the cells into a thin layer,
the cover slips were tapped with the blunt end of a pencil without
lateral movements of the cover slip to avoid distortion of the cells. Five
slides with two separately squashed root tips per treatment or a total of
30 slides were prepared and microscopically analyzed. The slides were
examined under a compound microscope to check whether there were
well-spread and well-stained dividing cells. Acecarmine stained the
nucleus and the chromosomes only. A well-stained cell has a pink to
purplish nucleus and chromosomes with transparent cytoplasm.
When the prepared slide has a maximum number of dividing cells
with well-stained and well-spread cells, the edges of the cover slips
were sealed with 2-3 coatings of colorless nail polish.
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The mitotic index was calculated using the formula:

•

The percentage of cells with C-mitoses was calculated using the
formula:

(Number of mitotic cells with C-metaphase and C-anaphase/Total
number of analyzed cells at metaphase and anaphase) × 100
•

The percentage of cells with other chromosomal anomalies was
calculated using the formula:

(Number of cells with chromosomal anomalies/Total number of
analyzed cells) × 100
The scoring of cells with C-mitoses (C-metaphases and Canaphases) in actively dividing onion root meristems was based on the
orientation of the metaphase and anaphase chromosomes. Cells at
normal metaphase stage have chromosomes with their centromeres
aligned at the center of the cell and the chromosomes appear bunched
midway between the poles of the cell. Cells at normal anaphase stage
have chromosomes that are visible as two separated groups of V or Jshaped fibers directed towards the opposite poles of the cells. Cells
with C-metaphase were identified as those having clumped or
scattered metaphase chromosomes instead of aligned chromosomes at
the center, while cells with C-anaphase were identified as those with
scattered anaphase chromatids directed towards the opposite poles of
the cells or with scattered anaphase chromatids at the center of the
cells.

Experimental design and statistical analysis
The study was carried out using a complete randomized design
(CRD) with one treated onion bulb serving as one replicate of each
treatment. The selected 30 onion bulbs were randomly assigned to
each treatment. Test of the different concentrations of the sediment
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elutriate and the controls were done in three replicates. The mitotic
indices, percentages of cells at metaphase, percentages of cells with Cmitoses and percentages of cells with other chromosomal anomalies
were subjected to one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) or KruskalWallis Test to determine if treatment means were homogenous or not.
Duncan’s multiple range test (DMRT) was performed to rank and
differentiate the calculated treatment means.

Documentation
Representative cells at different stages of mitosis and those with
observed cytotoxic effects were photographed using a 10x ocular
eyepiece, high power objectives, and Samsung digital camera under a
compound light microscope.

Results and Discussion
Mitotic index
Mitosis is a process that takes place in the nucleus of a dividing cell,
involves typically a series of steps consisting of prophase, metaphase,
anaphase and telophase and results in the formation of two new nuclei
each having the same number of chromosomes as the parent nucleus.
The mitotic index (MI), is characterized by the total number of
dividing cells in a cell cycle, has been used as a parameter to assess the
cytotoxicity of several agents. The cytotoxicity levels of an agent can be
determined by the increase or decrease in the mitotic index [2]. The
mean mitotic indices of each treatment with its ANOVA and DMRT
are presented in Table 1 with its raw data shown in appendix. The
table shows that the mitotic indices of onion root meristems subjected
to the different treatments are as follows: 7.92% for those treated with
300 nM hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) or positive control, 8.4% for 1000
g/L SE, 11.56% for 500 g/L SE, 17.66% for 100 g/L SE and 20.06% for
distilled water or negative control.
Treatments

Mean
Index

Mitotic DMRT

ANOVA

300 nM hydrogen 7.92
peroxide

A

P value=0.000

1000 g/L

8.4

A

F comp.=8.749**

500 g/L

11.56

AB

**highly significant

100 g/L

17.66

BC

Distilled water

20.06

C

**highly significant at α=0.01; means designated with different letters are
significantly different from each other.

Table 1: Mean mitotic indices, ANOVA and DMRT of onion root
meristems subjected to the different concentrations of the sediment
elutriate (SE) and the controls for 72 hours.
The mitotic indices were then subjected to Analysis of variance
(ANOVA) to determine if mean mitotic indices of the onion root tips
exposed to different concentrations of sediment elutriate were
homogenous or not. ANOVA in Table 1 shows that the mean mitotic
indices of the different treatments significantly different from each
other. Duncan multiple range test (DMRT) in Table 1 was done to
rank the mean mitotic indices. DMRT shows that the effects of 1000
g/L of sediment elutriate and 500 g/L is not significantly different to
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300 nM hydrogen peroxide which is known to have cytotoxic effect in
mitotic indices [30]. Table 1 also shows that 500 g/L and 100 g/L are
statistically similar. Table 1 further shows that onion root tip exposed
to distilled water shows higher mitotic indices compared to positive
control and sediment elutriates.
According to Hoshina, [31] mitotic indices significantly lower than
the negative control can indicate alterations, deriving from the
chemical action in the growth and development of exposed organisms.
Said another way, mitotic indices higher than the negative control are
results of an increase in cell division, which can be harmful to the cells,
leading to a disordered cell proliferation and even to the formation of
tumor tissues. But it is noteworthy to know that both the increase and
reduction in mitotic indices are important indicators in monitoring
environmental pollution, especially for the assessment of
contaminants that are toxic and cytotoxic potential [2]. With that,
Table 1 shows decreasing pattern that are statistically different from
each other which says that sediment elutriates affects the normal
mitotic indices of Allium cepa root tips. The decrease of mitotic cells
in onion root meristems exposed to positive control and sediment
elutriate might be due to the fact that they really have a harmful effect
to the cell, it alters normal cell mitosis. According to Badr & Ibrahim
[32] decrease of mitotic index level shows that experimental material
had mitodepressive effect resulting in the inhibition of cells access to
mitosis.

Percentage of cells at metaphase
The percentage of cells at metaphase in treated A. cepa root
meristems was determined to assess the cytotoxic effects of the
sediment elutriate in the spindle fibers of the cell during mitosis in
root meristems. If the sediment elutriate has cytotoxic components
that could destroy spindle fibers during mitosis, dividing cells could be
arrested at metaphase therefore, the number of cells at metaphase is
expected to increase.
The mean percentage of cells at metaphase in onion root meristems
subjected to the different concentrations of the sediment elutriate (SE)
and its ANOVA and DMRT are presented in Table 2 shows that mean
percentages of cells at metaphase in onion root meristems subjected to
the different treatments are as follows: 1.4% for those exposed to
distilled water, 2.16% for 100 g/L SE, 2.28% for 1000 g/L SE, 2.6% for
500 g/L SE and 2.62 for positive control.
Treatments

Mean
DMRT
Percentage of
Cells
at
Metaphase

ANOVA

Distilled water

1.4

A

P value=0.346

100 g/L

2.16

A

F comp.=1.190*

1000 g/L

2.28

A

*not significant

500 g/L

2.6

A

300 nM hydrogen peroxide

2.62

A

*not significant at α=0.01; means designated with letter A are statistically the
same from each other

Table 2: Mean percentage of cells at metaphase, ANOVA and DMRT
of onion root meristems subjected to the different concentrations of
the sediment elutriate (SE) and the controls for 72 hours.
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The mean percentages of cells at metaphase were then subjected to
analysis of variance (ANOVA) in Table 2 to determine if treatment
means on the percentages of cells at metaphase in onion root
meristems exposed to the different concentrations of the sediment
elutriate were homogenous or not. ANOVA in Table 2 shows that
treatment means on the percentage of cells at metaphase are not
significantly different from each other. Duncan’s multiple range test
(DMRT) in Table 2 was done to rank means on the percentages of cells
at metaphase. DMRT shows that the percentage of cells at metaphase
between the root meristems exposed to distilled water, 100 g/L SE,
300nM hydrogen peroxide, 500 g/L, 1000 g/L are statistically similar to
each other. Also, DMRT shows that as the concentration increases, the
mean percentage of cells at metaphase also increases. Data gathered
here shows that there is a spindle fiber fixation and there is high
frequency of metaphase cells in A. cepa root meristems exposed to
higher concentration including positive control, although the
difference is not statistically significant.

Percentage of cells with C-mitoses (C-metaphase and Canaphase)
Cells with C-metaphase were identified as those having clumped
or scattered metaphase chromosomes instead of aligned chromosomes
at the center, while cells with C-anaphase were identified as those with
scattered anaphase chromatids directed towards the opposite poles of
the cells or with scattered anaphase chromatids at the center of the
cells. C-mitoses were examined as parameters for evaluating cytotoxic
effects of the sediment elutriate in actively dividing onion root
meristems. The formation of spindle fibers during the metaphase and
anaphase stages of mitosis could be hindered by the possible toxic
components of the sediment elutriate. These toxic components could
also disrupt the already formed spindle fibers which could disorganize
the arrangement of chromosomes at metaphase and disorganize the
movement of the chromosomes toward the opposite poles of the cells
during the anaphase stage. The increased number of C-mitoses in
treated onion root meristems might indicate damage to spindle fibers
which could also indicate cytotoxic effect of the sediment elutriate.

Mean
Percentage
DMRT
of Cells with
C-Mitosis

Kruskal-Wallis Test

Distilled water

3.024

A

P value=0.000

100 g/L

27.026

B

F comp.=19.033**

300 nM hydrogen peroxide

48.82

C

**highly significant

500 g/L

69.2

D

1000 g/L

71.6

DE

Treatments

**highly significant at α=0.05; means designated with different letter are
significantly different

Table 3: Mean percentage of cells with C-mitoses (C-metaphase and
C–anaphase), Kruskal-Wallis Test and DMRT of onion root tip
meristems subjected to the different concentrations of sediment
elutriates (SE) and the controls for 72 hours.
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The mean percentages of cells with C-mitoses exposed to the
different concentrations of the sediment elutriate (SE) with its
Kruskal-Wallis test and DMRT are presented in Table 3. The table
reveals that mean percentages of cells with C-mitoses exposed to the
different treatments are as follows: 3.024% for negative control,
27.026% for 100 g/L SE, 300 nM hydrogen peroxide, 500 g/L SE and
1000g/L SE.
The mean percentages of cells with C-mitoses in Table 3 were
subjected to Kruskal-Wallis Test to determine if mean percentages in
the cells with C-mitoses among treated onion root meristems were
homogenous or not. Table 3 shows that treatment means on the
percentages of cells with C-mitoses are statistically different from each
other. Duncan’s multiple range test (DMRT) in Table 3 was done to
rank treatment means on the percentage of cells with C-mitoses.
DMRT reveals that the effect of 500 g/L SE is not significantly different
from 1000 g/L SE both means are higher than hydrogen peroxide or
positive control. The result of the study on the percentage of cells with
C-mitoses in treated onion root meristems shows that sediment
elutriate contains component/s that is/are toxic to the cell’s spindle
apparatus and the damage to the spindle apparatus increases as the
concentration of the sediment elutriate is increased since the
frequency of cells observed with C-mitoses increases with the sediment
elutriate concentration. Of the tested sediment elutriate, the highest
dose caused similar effect with 300 nM hydrogen peroxide, the
positive control.
C-mitoses could result from disrupted spindle fibers [33]. The
spindle fibers are proteins filaments or protein ropes that make up an
elaborate structure called the spindle apparatus. The spindle apparatus
is critical for the separation of duplicated copies of chromosomes
during mitosis within the 24 hours cell cycle of the Allium cepa.
During metaphase of mitosis, all of the stuck together pairs of sister
chromatids are attached to spindle fibers on either side of the pair. The
spindle fiber comes from opposite ends of the cell called the poles.
When the spindle fibers attach to the pairs from opposite ends, they
push and pull the sister chromatid pair likes tug-of-war and the pair
ends up exactly in the middle of the cell in between the two poles.
During anaphase, the spindle fibers get shorter but still are attached to
the sister chromatids. When the fibers from opposite poles shorten,
they pull apart the two identical chromatids [34].

Percentage of cell with other chromosomal anomalies
Chromosome aberrations or chromosomal anomalies are
characterized by change in either chromosomal structure or in total
number of chromosomes, which can occur both spontaneously and as
a result from exposure to physical or chemical agent[35] cited by Leme
and Morales [2]. In addition to that, structural chromosomal
alterations may be induced by several factors, such as DNA breaks,
inhibition of DNA synthesis and replication of altered DNA. The
numeric CA, e.g. aneuploidy and polyploidy, are consequences of
abnormal segregation of chromosomes, which can occur either
spontaneously or by the action of aneugenic agents.
The mean percentages of cells with other chromosomal anomalies
exposed to the different concentrations of the sediment elutriate (SE)
including its ANOVA and DMRT are presented in Table 4 with the
raw data shown in Appendix 19-24. The table reveals that the mean
percentages of cells with other chromosomal anomalies in onion root
meristems exposed to the different treatments are as follows: 0.26% for
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negative control, 1.94% for 100 g/L SE, 2.24% for 1000 g/L SE, 2.36%
for 500 g/L SE and 3.04% for positive control.
Treatments

Percentage of DMRT
Cell with other
Chromosomal
Anomalies

ANOVA

Distilled water

0.26

A

P value =0.002

100 g/L

1.94

B

F computed=6.346**

1000 g/L

2.24

B

**highly significant

500 g/L

2.36

B

300 nM hydrogen peroxide

3.04

B

**highly significant at α=0.05; means designated with different letter are
significantly different

Table 4: Mean percentage of cells with other chromosomal anomalies,
ANOVA and DMRT of onion root meristems subjected to the
different concentrations of the sediment elutriate (SE) and the controls
for 72 hours.
The mean percentages of cells with other chromosomal anomalies
exposed to the different treatments were then subjected to analysis of
variance (ANOVA) in Table 4 to determine if mean percentages on
the number of cells with other chromosomal anomalies in onion root
tips exposed to the different concentrations of the sediment elutriate
were homogenous or not. ANOVA in Table 4 shows that the means of
the different treatments as well as positive control are significantly
different from negative control or distilled water. Duncan’s multiple
range test (DMRT) in Table 4 was done to rank treatment means on
the percentage of cells with other chromosomal anomalies. DMRT
shows that the effects of the sediment elutriate and positive control to
exert other chromosomal anomalies are statistically different from
negative control. Also, DMRT reveals that the effects of 100 g/L SE,
1000 g/L SE, 500 g/L SE and positive control are statistically similar.
Moreover, the effect of 500 g/l SE is higher than the effects of the other
concentrations of the tested elutriate although the difference is not
that significant.
Effects of cytotoxic substances could not just be limited to Cmitoses which are signs of disruptions in the spindle fibers.
Cytotoxicity could also be evaluated by determining chromosomal
anomalies in treated cells. These could be abnormalities in
chromosomal structures such as chromosome breaks and fragments,
chromosome bridges, sticky chromosomes and the presence of laggard
chromosomes, vagrant chromosomes and polyploidy. Chromosome
bridges and breaks are indicators of clastogenic action, whereas
chromosome losses, delays, adherence, multipolarity and Cmetaphases result from aneugenic effects [2]. It could be possible that
the observed cytotoxic effects of the sediment elutriate in A. cepa root
meristems may be due to these toxicants which are proven to
contaminate the river. But this claim has to be verified since isolation
and identification of the toxicants found in the sediment elutriate was
not done. Although toxicants were not identified, the results of this
study must be taken into consideration since A. cepa assay has already
been proven as an effective and reliable procedure in environmental
monitoring [36].

Conclusion
Based on the results of the present study, the sediment elutriate
from Tambis River, Brgy. Tambis, Barobo, Surigao Del Sur at higher
concentrations (1000 g/L and 500 g/L) can exert mitodepressive effect,
C-mitoses as a result of spindle damage, and chromosomal anomalies
in actively dividing A. cepa root meristems. The result showed that
sediment elutriate from Tambis river, has cytotoxic component/s that
can block mitosis, cause spindle damage resulting to C-mitoses and
chromosome damage in actively dividing A. cepa root meristems.
Moreover, the observed effects of the sediment elutriate in depressing
mitosis and inducing C-mitoses were dose-dependent at higher
concentrations (from 1000 g/L SE to 500 g/L SE).
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